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Datum: 25.11.2022 [18:45:31 CET]
Von: SFB Prominence in Language <ewindbe1@uni-koeln.de>
An: ewindbe1@uni-koeln.de
Betreff: [TEST] Newsletter #31 | Leaves are falling, summer moved on

Besuchen Sie hier die Webversion.

#31 | Leaves are falling, summer moved on

Dear all,

We have left behind another dry summer, which at some point almost seemed endless. The change
of seasons is not only marked by the transition from the summer to the winter semester. Before
winter truly moves in, the current season traditionally comes with lots of activities. This year, we
are particularly delighted to resume the CRC biannual "Klausurtagung" as an in-person event. On
October 20-21, we reunited at Kloster Steinfeld in Kall, located in the Northern part of the Eifel. In
this picturesque setting all CRC members gathered to present their projects and work, exchanged
ideas, and discussed new and ongoing collaborations. The CRC also uses this occasion to hold its
general meeting. Everyone was pleased to reconnect in person and for some members, this event
even was their very first face-to-face encounter. We were happy to also welcome international
fellows who have been visiting the CRC from across the globe. 

!

And yes, just to remind everyone that time's been flying once again: Since we are slowly but surely
moving towards the end of 2022, we are also approaching the completion of the first half of the
second funding period. That said, well done everyone so far! Keep up the good work in the future!

Best wishes,
Britt Krukau

Getting to know...
Isabel Fuhrmann (PhD, C02)

1) When I think of the SFB, I think of...
all the great opportunities for research and exchange. The SFB
offers a great working environment. I really like the fact that I
can connect with other PhDs and researchers from different areas
in order to get different perspectives.

2) What topic would you like to work on in your PhD
project?

https://amxe.net/kd6cxqwj-jktex7cz-6subyxev-7he
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Roughly speaking, I would like to work on French connectors
and how they influence the argumentative structure of texts. But
I hope to be able to give a more specific answer soon.

3) This is my favorite word/expression, and here's why:
I don’t really have a favorite word but I like the French
expression “avoir la banane” which means “to be in a good
mood”. :)

Noemi Furlani (PhD, A04)

1) When I think of the SFB, I think of...
A great community of minds and a wonderful opportunity for
learning and contributing to cutting-edge research in linguistics.

2) What topic would you like to work on in your PhD
project?
I'd like to explore how prosody changes in L2 directed speech
both in Italian and in German. I also hope to further explore the
cross linguistic interaction between these two languages in
German-Italian bilinguals by examining prosody when talking in
the second language.

3) This is my favorite word/expression, and here's why:
"Alt kjem til å bli bra." It means "all will be fine" and I love it
for several reasons. First of all it is in Norwegian, particularly in
Nynorsk, a language that I really love. Furthermore, I saw this
phrase written on a billboard in a nice little village, after I had a
really hard day, it came at the perfect moment and it really made
it better.

Goodbye! 

"

Since the last edition of our newsletter, a few colleagues have left the CRC. We wish you all the
best for your future! 

#

Svenja Bonmann (Postdoc, B05)
Lisa Gerks (PhD, C02)
Simon Roessig (Postdoc, A04)
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In addition, Trudel Schneider-Blum officially retired from her
position as a postdoc in B02 at the end of August. Her energy
and good humour will be much missed. Thank you, Trudel, for
your many contributions to the SFB (including delicious plum
cake and tea) and we have no doubt you will make the most of
your retirement! 

☕

More Staff News 

%

Fellows 

We are delighted to welcome several fellows throughout this year. The following two are currently
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still in Cologne. Please get in touch with them soon! 

&

Florence Baills (Junior Fellow in A07) is staying from April to December: fbaills(at)uni-
koeln.de
Mortaza Taheri-Ardali (Senior Fellow in A04) is staying from September to December:
taheriling(at)gmail.com

We are happy to offer Fellowships in 2023 again. The application is now open until January 15 and
can be found here. Please forward the call!

Changes to Gender Board and Ombuds Team ⬇

At the recent general meeting, some changes to the Gender Board and Ombuds Team were voted
on:

Gender Board 

Christiane Bongartz (C03) was elected the new PI representative of the Gender Board,
replacing Sophie Repp (A06), who had decided to resign

Ombuds Team

Doris Mücke (A04) was elected the new PI representative, replacing Christine Bongartz,
who has now become a member of the Gender Board
Fahime Same (INF) was elected new PostDoc representative (instead of previously acting as
PhD representative)
Barbara Zeyer (B06) was elected as a new PhD representative

Diego Romero Heredero (PhD B04 in Phase I) has just received
the Offermann-Hergarten Prize of the University of Cologne.
Congratulations, Diego! 

'

Klausurtagung 
After a long break, the members of the CRC finally got together again for an in-person retreat
(“Klausurtagung”) taking place at Kloster Steinfeld in Kall. Surrounded by the historic scenery of
the monastery, there was plenty of room for scientific exchange. During the two days of the retreat,
members of the different projects gave talks in order to inform everyone about the current work
taking place at the CRC. The talks once more illustrated the thematic breadth of the CRC, covering
different language families, approaches (e.g. synchronic vs. diachronic), and methods (e.g. field
work, experiments, and computational modeling). In addition to scientific talks, the participants
also discussed three overarching questions that appear highly relevant for the whole CRC. But of

https://amxe.net/kd6cxqwj-jktex7cz-7jptz2fa-et0
https://amxe.net/kd6cxqwj-jktex7cz-balls82r-145t
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course the retreat was not exclusively limited to scientific exchange. In other words: When do you
ever get the chance to enjoy a drink at a place called “Mutter Maria-Lounge”?  

(

Past Conferences, Workshops, and Lectures 
The CRC is well represented at national and international conferences. Find a selection of poster
presentations, talks and lectures below: 

Timo Buchholz (C04) gave a talk titled Prosodic and syntactic cues to at-issueness and
(in)dependent discourse updates at Germanistische Linguistik zwischen Köln und Tokio
(GAKT 7), which took place July 18–19 in Cologne. 
Klaus von Heusinger (B04, C04) gave a plenary talk called Indefinites and their discourse
dynamics at the Seoul International Conference on Linguistics (SICOL-2022), which took
place online August 11-12.
Derya Çokal (C04) gave two talks at the Processing Meets Semantics workshop (PROMS),
which took place in Utrecht (Netherlands) on September 1-3. One talk was together
with M. Poesio about Processing of plural pronouns in set-subset context and the other
(together with R. Filik, P. Sturt and M. Poesio) dealt with Anaphoric reference to a
structured object. 
Maria Lialiou, Martin Grice, Christine T. Röhr, Ingmar Brilmayer & Petra
Schumacher presented a poster at AMLaP (Architectures and Mechanisms of Language
Processing) titled Are rises special in attention orienting? Some evidence from boundary
tones in German. The conference took place in York (UK) September 7-9.
Maria Lialiou (A01) and Magdalena Repp (C07) also participated in the Sixth Summer
School on Statistical Methods for Linguistics and Psychology (SMLP), which took place
in Potsdam September 12-16. Note that two more colleagues of the CRC can participate
next year. More information will follow.
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Mandy Lorenzen (B02) gave a talk titled Salience, prominence, and word order variation: A
view from Datooga at the PhD conference “What is salience” that took place September 22-
23. 
Buchholz, Timo, Jet Hoek and Klaus von Heusinger (C04) presented a poster about Clausal
prominence and coreference: The interaction of syntactic and prosodic cues at this year's
XPRAG that took place in Pavia (Italy) on September 22 and 23.
Magdalena Repp (C07) received this year's XPRAG award for the best presentation by a
young researcher for her talk on Using naturalistic stimuli to investigate online pronoun
processing in German (joint work with Petra Schumacher). Congratulations! 

)

Klaus von Heusinger (B04, C04) also spoke about Prominence meets pertinacity: Syntactic
and pro-sodic cues for clause boundaries at the workshop”Pertinacity Pertains! that took
place in honor of Professor Aditi Lahiri at Schloss Marbach September 29.9 to October 1.
A workshop on L2 sentence and discourse processing, funded by the CRC and organized
by Clare Patterson (C07), Jacopo Torregrossa (C03) and Sol Lago (Goethe University
Frankfurt) took place last Friday (November 18). More information and pictures from the
event will follow in the next edition of our newsletter.  

Marco García García at the Frankfurt Book Fair 

*

Marco García García (B04) participated in the "Homenaje al Hispanismo Alemán" (event in honor
of Hispanic Studies in Germany), representing Spanish Linguistics in Germany. The event was held
in the presence of the Queen of Spain in the framework of the Frankfurt Book Fair, where Spain
was the guest country this year.

Find more information on the event on Marco García's website and the website of the Instituto
Cervantes. A video of the panel discussion can be watched here. 

CRC at the Köln Marathon 

+

Runners from the CRC 1252 successfully
completed the Köln-Marathon 2022! The
picture shows the CRC relay team (who
finished the full marathon in 03:38:19!) and
Barbara Zeyer (B06), who finished the half
marathon in 2:00:56.

https://amxe.net/kd6cxqwj-jktex7cz-hcmmrb7m-uac
https://amxe.net/kd6cxqwj-jktex7cz-j133kpyb-le7
https://amxe.net/kd6cxqwj-jktex7cz-n9qvpaau-nas
https://amxe.net/kd6cxqwj-jktex7cz-om26tuvb-n2h
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Save the Date! 

,

November 29, 7 p.m.: All CRC members are invited to an informal get-together at Haus
Unkelbach (Luxemburger Str. 260, restaurant opposite the HoP). Note that expenses cannot
be covered. Those of you who are planning to participate, please send a short e-mail to
Michael Frotscher (mfrotsch(at)uni-koeln.de) by Friday, November, 25.
December 13, 6 p.m.: Glühweintrinken at the HoP (House of Prominence). Stay tuned for
more information! 

-

June 22-23, 2023: Our next Klausurtagung (retreat) will take place on June 22-23. Save the
date!

Selected Publications 

✨

On the occasion of the 60th birthday of Klaus von Heusinger
(B04, C04), an open access Festschrift was published containing
essays of several CRC-members.

Chiara Gianollo, Lukasz Jedrzejowski & Sofiana I. Lindemann
(eds.), Paths through meaning and form. Festschrift offered to
Klaus von Heusinger on the occasion of his 60th birthday. Köln:
Universitäts- und Stadtbibliothek Köln. 

Browse the essays here. 

A new open access paper by Sarah Verlage (B06) and colleagues from Oxford, Heidelberg,
Nimwegen and Istanbul was accepted in Developmental Science. Have a look here:

https://amxe.net/kd6cxqwj-jktex7cz-uqazl0pu-rh
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Dolscheid, Sarah, Simge Çelik, Hasan Erkan, Aylin Küntay & Asifa Majid. To appear. Children’s
associations between space and pitch are differentially shaped by language. Developmental
Science, e13341.

Recent Publications 

/

Bardají i Farré, Maria, Sonja Riesberg & Nikolaus P. Himmelmann. 2022. Limited control
predicates in western Austronesia: stative, dynamic, or none of the above? Oceanic
Linguistics 61(1). 118–165. | B05
Becker, Martin. 2022. A tradição do pensamento universalista e a Grammatica Philosophica
de Lingua Portugueza de João Soares Barbosa. In Yvonne Hendrich & Benjamin Meisnitzer
(eds.), Lingua e identidade no mundo lusófono - Sprache und Identität in der lusophonen
Welt, 57–74. Ibidem. | C02
Becker, Martin. 2020. Zeit, Tempus und Erzählperspektive in Kebir Ammis Sur les pas de
Saint Augustin. Romanische Forschungen 132(4). 439–466. | C02
Becker, Martin. 2022. More about the PPC – the PPC and its interaction with quantifiers in a
diachronic perspective. In David Paul Gerards, Benjamin Meisnitzer & Albert Wall
(eds.), Micro-Variation and its impact on the system(s) of Portuguese (=Special issue of
PhiN (Philologie im Netz)). | C02
Becker, Martin. 2021. Free indirect discourse, quotative readings and the Romance
imperfect. Italian Journal of Linguistics 33(2). 23–58. | C02
Buech, Philipp, Simon Roessig, Lena Pagel & Anne Hermes. 2022. Making articulation
accessible in Praat. In Stem-, Spraak- en Taalpathologie, 8th International Conference on
Speech Motor Control 2022, 289–290. Groningen, the Netherlands. | A04
Buech, Philipp, Simon Roessig, Lena Pagel, Anne Hermes & Doris Mücke. 2022. ema2wav:
doing articulation by Praat. In Proceedings of Interspeech 2022, 18-22 September 2022,
1352–1356. Incheon, Korea. pdf | A04
Çokal, Derya, Patrick Sturt & Fernanda Ferreira. 2021. Processing of discourse deixis by
Turkish non-native speakers of English. Dialogue & Discourse 12(2). 38–80. | C04
Ellison, T. Mark & Fahime Same. 2022. Constructing Distributions of Variation in Referring
Expression Type from Corpora for Model Evaluation. In Proceedings of the Thirteenth
Language Resources and Evaluation Conference, 2989–2997. Marseille, France: European
Language Resources Association. | C09, INF
Kaland, Constantijn. 2022. Bending the string: intonation contour length as a correlate of
macro-rhythm. In Proceedings of Interspeech 2022, 5233–5237. pdf | A03
Kaland, Constantijn & Matthew K. Gordon. 2022. The role of f0 shape and phrasal position
in Papuan Malay and American English word identification. Phonetica. | A03
Kaland, Constantijn, Naomi Peck, T. Mark Ellison & Uta Reinöhl. 2021. An initial
exploration of the interaction of tone and intonation in Kera’a. In Proceedings of the 1st
International Conference on Tone and Intonation (TAI), 132–136. Sønderborg, Denmark. |
A03
Kizilkaya, Semra. 2021. Belebtheit, Affiziertheit und das bairische Personalpronomen eam.
In Augustin Speyer & Julia Hertel (eds.), Syntax aus Saarbrücker Sicht 4. Beiträge der
SaRDiS-Tagung zur Dialektsyntax (Zeitschrift für Dialektologie und Linguistik -Beihefte),
155–176. Stuttgart: Steiner. | B04
Kizilkaya, Semra, Zarina Levy-Forsythe & Klaus von Heusinger. 2022. Affectedness and
differential object marking in Turkish and Uzbek. Linguistics. | B04
Kretzschmar, Franziska, Maria Katarzyna Prenner, Beatrice Primus & Daniel Bunčić. 2022.
Semantic-role prominence is contingent on referent prominence in discourse: Experimental
evidence from impersonals and passives in Polish. Glossa: A Journal of General
Linguistics 7(1). 1–44. | B01, B07
Mücke, Doris, Antje Mefferd, Tabea Thies, Simon Roessig & Anne Hermes. 2022. Analysis
and Modelling of Impaired Speech Movements: Challenges and Future Directions. In Stem-,

https://amxe.net/kd6cxqwj-jktex7cz-vko323ib-15l9
https://amxe.net/kd6cxqwj-jktex7cz-6wrsywfb-zu7
https://amxe.net/kd6cxqwj-jktex7cz-7rleg3k6-dcy
https://amxe.net/kd6cxqwj-jktex7cz-cxsip0f7-2xa
https://amxe.net/kd6cxqwj-jktex7cz-flhns136-few
https://amxe.net/kd6cxqwj-jktex7cz-kw5ksxcz-k9d
https://amxe.net/kd6cxqwj-jktex7cz-lufi673a-4r0
https://amxe.net/kd6cxqwj-jktex7cz-om25el1j-12zk
https://amxe.net/kd6cxqwj-jktex7cz-uu91mt0i-74k
https://amxe.net/kd6cxqwj-jktex7cz-vsjma6kj-d1y
https://amxe.net/kd6cxqwj-jktex7cz-4tsnxrjb-jg6
https://amxe.net/kd6cxqwj-jktex7cz-9esv6gli-uqc
https://amxe.net/kd6cxqwj-jktex7cz-b2oy4wo3-13b0
https://amxe.net/kd6cxqwj-jktex7cz-hgkp51c2-56d
https://amxe.net/kd6cxqwj-jktex7cz-ko9h4spv-3cq
https://amxe.net/kd6cxqwj-jktex7cz-lqhzxa06-5w1
https://amxe.net/kd6cxqwj-jktex7cz-qp0tkwp3-n4g
https://amxe.net/kd6cxqwj-jktex7cz-uy73ux2a-17uz
https://amxe.net/kd6cxqwj-jktex7cz-xbsiichv-6ym
https://amxe.net/kd6cxqwj-jktex7cz-4xr9il5z-1cn
https://amxe.net/kd6cxqwj-jktex7cz-9mofnhqe-10mn
https://amxe.net/kd6cxqwj-jktex7cz-cttvv8pv-cvr
https://amxe.net/kd6cxqwj-jktex7cz-fpfq5r7m-gm6
https://amxe.net/kd6cxqwj-jktex7cz-j514pi03-bwd
https://amxe.net/kd6cxqwj-jktex7cz-lilc9yli-uai
https://amxe.net/kd6cxqwj-jktex7cz-qp0shkp3-tgc
https://amxe.net/kd6cxqwj-jktex7cz-v2568n6q-so0
https://amxe.net/kd6cxqwj-jktex7cz-xjp6gw8z-qpe
https://amxe.net/kd6cxqwj-jktex7cz-51pcznaf-l1a
https://amxe.net/kd6cxqwj-jktex7cz-7nnw76h2-4a1
https://amxe.net/kd6cxqwj-jktex7cz-ayrfvzkz-wsi
https://amxe.net/kd6cxqwj-jktex7cz-fdliuyde-xls
https://amxe.net/kd6cxqwj-jktex7cz-l048esir-10rr
https://amxe.net/kd6cxqwj-jktex7cz-nll2j8iu-e72
https://amxe.net/kd6cxqwj-jktex7cz-qp1dppqf-1254
https://amxe.net/kd6cxqwj-jktex7cz-sz5zyk82-n1
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Spraak- en Taalpathologie, 8th International Conference on Speech Motor Control 2022,
239–240. Groningen, the Netherlands. | A04
Pagel, Lena, Simon Roessig & Doris Mücke. 2022. How to achieve a prominence GOAL! in
different speaking styles. In Chiara Gianollo, Łukasz Jędrzejowski & Sofiana I. Lindemann
(eds.), Paths through meaning and form. Festschrift offered to Klaus von Heusinger on the
occasion of his 60th birthday, 200–204. Köln: Universitäts- und Stadtbibliothek Köln. | A04
Pagel, Lena, Simon Roessig & Doris Mücke. 2022. Supra-laryngeal articulation under vocal
effort variation. In Stem-, Spraak- en Taalpathologie, 8th International Conference on
Speech Motor Control 2022, 241–242. Groningen, the Netherlands. | A04
Prenner, Maria Katarzyna & Daniel Bunčić. 2021. The competition of arb constructions in
Polish. Journal of Slavic Linguistics 29(2). 201–220. | B01
Primus, Beatrice, Franziska Kretzschmar, Nikolaus P. Himmelmann & Klaus von Heusinger.
2022. Relating agent prominence to discourse prominence: Do-clefts in
German. Linguistics. | B05, B07, C04
Röhr, Christine T., Stefan Baumann & Martine Grice. 2022. The Influence of Expectations
on Tonal Cues to Prominence. Journal of Phonetics 94. 101174. | A01, A07
Schreen, Janine, Tabea Thies, Anne Hermes & Doris Mücke. 2022. Age-related changes on
tongue body movements. In Stem-, Spraak- en Taalpathologie, 8th International Conference
on Speech Motor Control 2022, 247–248. Groningen, the Netherlands. | A04
Schroeder, Kristen, Stephanie Durrleman, Derya Çokal, Annabel Sanfeliu Delgado, Adela
Masana Marin & Wolfram Hinzen. 2021. Relations between intensionality, theory of mind
and complex syntax in autism spectrum conditions and typical development. Cognitive
Development 59. 101071. | C04
Schumacher, Petra B., Clare Patterson & Magdalena Repp. 2022. Die diskursstrukturierende
Funktion von Demonstrativpronomen. In Chiara Gianollo, Łukasz Jędrzejowski & Sofiana I.
Lindemann (eds.), Paths through meaning and form. Festschrift offered to Klaus von
Heusinger on the occasion of his 60th birthday, 216–220. Köln: Universitäts- und
Stadtbibliothek Köln. | C07
Thies, Tabea, Michael T. Barbe, Veerle Visser-Vandewalle & Doris Mücke. 2022. Disease-
and treatment-related changes on tongue body movements in Parkinson‘s disease. An
electromagnetic articulography study. In Stem-, Spraak- en Taalpathologie, 8th
International Conference on Speech Motor Control 2022, 11–12. Groningen, the
Netherlands. | A04
Thies, Tabea, Nuria Geerts, Doris Mücke, Aline Seeger, Michael T. Barbe & Michael
Sommerauer. 2022. Affected tongue body movements in idiopathic REM sleep behavior
disorder. In Stem-, Spraak- en Taalpathologie, 8th International Conference on Speech
Motor Control 2022, 191–192. Groningen, the Netherlands. | LINK
Voigt, Robert. 2022. Der Einfluss von Kontrast auf die Verwendung deutscher
Personalpronomen und pronominaler Demonstrative. In Chiara Gianollo, Łukasz
Jędrzejowski & Sofiana I. Lindemann (eds.), Paths through meaning and form. Festschrift
offered to Klaus von Heusinger on the occasion of his 60th birthday, 264–269. Köln:
Universitäts- und Stadtbibliothek Köln. | C04

Anything new coming up? If you want to be featured in the next newsletter, please drop us a line
at: ewindbe1@uni-koeln.de (Eva Windbergs) or bkrukau1@uni-koeln.de (Britt Krukau) or tell us
your news personally.
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https://amxe.net/kd6cxqwj-jktex7cz-iy4javar-nax
https://amxe.net/kd6cxqwj-jktex7cz-ltewaz1y-d15
https://amxe.net/kd6cxqwj-jktex7cz-qq0aftw7-1af1
https://amxe.net/kd6cxqwj-jktex7cz-ta1s1zee-3wq

